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Dear Assembly, 
 
First and foremost, I hope you had a well-deserved Fall Break filled with family 
and friends. This year, we have set multiple priorities for our caucus including 
the Nucleus, student outreach and sustainability on campus and I can’t wait to 
see where we take these ideas in the year ahead! 
 
We have made some exciting strides forward for our science student lounge, the 
Nucleus. Partnering with the McMaster Science Society (MSS), I have met 
regularly with the dean of Science, Dr. Baker, to discuss the continued search 
for permanent science space. Regarding this, the faculty is conducting a space 
audit with the various departments to look for unused space. In the meantime, 
we are looking to optimize the space we currently have through the addition of 
promotional posters around BSB and improved resources in the Nucleus such 
as textbooks and a microwave. To fund these projects, we are looking to apply 
to the Academic Science Fund, an initiative aimed to fund projects that will 
positively impact benefit science students at large. In addition to 
embellishments to the Nucleus, we are excited to introduce its partner, the 
Mitochondria! While the Nucleus is a lounge that fosters community and group 
study, we found a need for silent study space for students, particularly during 
midterm season. Thus, we are working with Dr. Baker to expand the Nucleus 
into an additional tutorial room in the basement of BSB for silent study known as 
the Mitochondria. 
 
This year, we hope to engage science students with our outreach focus. We 
plan to do this through multiple waves of class talks throughout the year 
focusing on the by-election, promotions for the Nucleus and updates from the 
caucus on our projects. On this note, we have constructed a comprehensive 
first year class schedule and have begun to reach out to professors.  In addition, 



we are excited to engage students through the addition of a feedback section 
on the SRA Science website, providing students a new avenue for comments 
and suggestions. 
 
In regards to sustainability, we are enthusiastic to support composting and 
recycling initiatives on campus this year! Through discussions with the PTM’s of 
Mac Bread Bin and MacGreen, we will be participating in Sustainability Day this 
year with a booth for quick fun facts on recycling and composting. In addition, 
students will have the chance to answer a quick trivia for a chance to win a 
prize. Later in the year, we are looking to release a survey to gauge student 
understanding of composting and recycling. These results will be compiled in a 
report at the end of the year for Facility Services with suggestions and 
recommendations to improve sustainability efforts on campus. 
 
In addition to the above projects, we have collaborated with the MSS to present 
the first issue of our science newsletter, Eureka! After the release of the first 
issue, we will be launching a committee for interested science students to take 
part in this project, giving them more of a leadership role in the creation of the 
newsletter. We have already received great interest from potential contributors 
and are eager to see what their creative minds come up with! 
 
All in all, we are extremely excited for the year ahead! Thank you to the many 
passionate individuals who are collaborating with us - we cannot wait to see 
what we accomplish together! If you have any questions, comments or 
concerns, please feel free to contact me at srasci@msu.mcmaster.ca. 
 
Cheers, 
 
Megan 
 
Megan Hsu 
Science Caucus Leader 
McMaster Students Union 
srasci@msu.mcmaster.ca  
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